(57) Abrégé/Abstract:
In a memory and/or data processing device having at least two stacked layers which are supported by a substrate or forming a sandwich self-supporting structure, wherein the layers comprise memory and/or processing circuitry with mutual connections between the layers and/or to circuitry in the substrate, the layers are mutually arranged such that contiguous layers form a staggered structure on at least one edge of the device and at least one electrical edge conductor is provided passing over the edge on one layer and down one step at a time, enabling the connection to an electrical conductor in any of the following layers in the stack. A method for manufacturing a device of this kind comprises steps for adding said layers successively, one layer at a time such that the layers form a staggered structure and for providing one or more layers with at least one electrical contacting pad for linking to one or more interlayer edge connectors.
(54) Title: VERTICAL ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECTIONS IN A STACK

(57) Abstract: In a memory and/or data processing device having at least two stacked layers which are supported by a substrate or forming a sandwich self-supporting structure, wherein the layers comprise memory and/or processing circuitry with mutual connections between the layers and/or to circuitry in the substrate, the layers are mutually arranged such that contiguous layers form a staggered structure on at least one edge of the device and at least one electrical edge conductor is provided passing over the edge on one layer and down one step at a time, enabling the connection to an electrical conductor in any of the following layers in the stack. A method for manufacturing a device of this kind comprises steps for adding said layers successively, one layer at a time such that the layers form a staggered structure and for providing one or more layers with at least one electrical contacting pad for linking to one or more interlayer edge connectors.
Vertical electrical interconnections in a stack

The present invention concerns a memory and/or data processing device having at least two stacked layers that overlap each other partially or completely, wherein said layers are supported by a substrate or alternatively forming a sandwiched self-supporting structure of such stacked layers, and wherein at least two layers in the stack comprise memory and/or processing circuitry that connects electrically to memory and/or processing circuitry in at least one other layer and/or substrate; and a method for manufacturing a device of this kind.

Modern electronic microcircuits are typically built layer by layer on silicon chips in a series of process steps where insulating layers separate layers containing metallic, insulating and semiconducting materials that are patterned and processed by various deposition and etching techniques. Integral to the ensuing architectures are electrical connections between components and sub-circuits which are located in the substrate and in layers on top of the substrate. These connections, termed vias, are typically in the form of metallic posts or wires that penetrate through one or more layers of intervening material separating the components to be connected. Such vias are either made during the layer-building process or they are inserted through already existing layers by creating channels through the layers (by e.g. etching), followed by filling metal plugs into the channels.

Present-day state-of-the-art silicon chips may involve 20-30 masking steps, and the number of separate layers containing patterned metal intra-layer leads that connect directly or indirectly to a via is typically 3-5. Each via requires a certain amount of real estate associated with it in each layer that is traversed or connected: In addition to the metal cross section of the via itself, there must be allocated a buffer zone around it which insulates the via from adjacent circuitry that shall not be in immediate contact with the via, and allowance must be made for the finite precision with which the patterning in each layer can be made as well as registration accuracy of patterning masks.

The above referred prior art has generally proved adequate for devices built on silicon substrates as referred above, where the number of layers and vias is low to moderate, and where ultra-high precision lithography is an integral part of the chip-making process. However, vias represent a considerable complicating feature in the overall manufacturing process, with impact on
yield and costs. Furthermore, it is expected that entirely new types of device architectures and manufacturing methods for electronic data processing and storage shall emerge in the next few years as serious contenders for large commercial segments. A common feature of such new architectures shall be that they incorporate thin-film electronics in dense stacks containing very large numbers of layers. In many instances, these devices shall be manufactured by high-volume technologies such as roll-to-roll processing on thin polymer substrates. In this context, traditional via connection technologies shall be totally inadequate, technically as well as cost-wise.

It is a major object of the present invention to provide methods and technical solutions whereby electrical interconnects can be created between layers and/or between layers and an underlying substrate, in memory and/or processing devices that incorporate a stack containing two or more sheet- or film-like functional parts that partially or completely overlap each other.

It is also an object of the present invention to provide such methods and technical solutions that can be implemented in cases where the number of such sheet- or film-like functional parts becomes large, typically exceeding 5-10.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide such methods and technical solutions that can be implemented in cases where such sheet- or film-like functional parts are manufactured and devices assembled by high-volume, low cost technologies.

The above-mentioned objects and further features and advantages are realized according to the invention with a device which is characterized in that said layers are arranged in relation to each other such that contiguous layers form a staggered structure on at least one edge of said device, the edge of at least two layers in said structure forming a set of angular or sloped steps where each step has a height corresponding to the thickness of each layer, and that at least one electrical edge conductor is provided passing over the edge of one layer and down one step at a time, enabling the connection to an electrical conductor in any of the layers following in the staggered structure; and a method which is characterized by comprising steps for adding said layers successively, one layer at a time such that the layers form a staggered structure, and for providing each layer with at least one electrical contacting pad for linking to one or more interlayer edge connectors.
In an advantageous embodiment of the device according to the invention comprises at least one electrical conductor provided passing over the edge of said staggered structure and connecting electrically to in-layer conductors in two or more and up to a plurality of contiguous layers, negotiating one step at a time.

In this connection it is preferred that said in-layer conductors form electrical connections between electrical conductors negotiating the step up to the contiguous layer above and/or down to the contiguous layer below.

In a first advantageous embodiment of the method according to the invention said layers are provided on a supporting substrate and forming said staggered structure is formed as a step pyramid.

In a second advantageous embodiment of the method said layers are provided on a supporting substrate, said staggered structure is formed as an inverted pyramid, each of said layers connecting to said substrate via said electrical edge connectors negotiating a single step.

Finally, in the method according to the invention it is considered advantageous forming said edge connectors in a process selected among one of the following, viz. lithography, dry etching, inkjet printing, silk screen printing, soft lithography, electrolysis, or in situ conversion.

The invention shall now be described in detail, with reference to the accompanying drawings, where

fig.1a shows a side view of a generic device, termed of the “pyramid” type here. It consists of stacked functional units located on separate but mutually adhering sheets or film layers mounted on a base substrate. Circuity on the top surface of a given layer is electrically connected to localized contacting pads on an exposed edge area of that sheet.

Figs. 1b and 1c show top views of two alternative architectures consistent with the side view in Fig.1a. In Fig.1b the structure is stepped in one direction, in Fig.1c in two.

Fig.2 shows an analogous structure to that shown in Fig.1a, but now the edge of each layer is sloped or tapered.
Fig. 3 shows an analogous structure to that shown in Fig. 1c, but now multiple contacting pads are provided on each step, yielding possibilities for patching of intra- and inter-layer connections.

Figs. 4a-c show analogous structures to those in Fig. 1a, but in this case the stack is self-supporting, i.e. there is no supporting substrate.

Fig. 4d also shows a self-supporting structure. In this case both sides of each layer can be accessed separately.

Figs. 5a-e show an example of manufacturing steps for creating structures of the type shown in Fig. 1a.

Figs. 6a-d illustrate an alternative example to that in Figs. 5a-e of manufacturing steps for creating structures of the type shown in Fig. 1a. In this case, edge connections are made one step at a time, to conform with e.g. limited depth of field when employing high resolution optical lithography in making of the edge connections.

Fig. 7 shows a side view of a generic device, termed of the “inverted pyramid” type here. As with the pyramid type devices, it consists of stacked functional units located on separate but mutually adhering sheets mounted on a base substrate. In this case, however, the area of each layer in the stack increases as the distance from the substrate increases. Each layer has its separate access to dedicated landing pads in/on the substrate.

Figs. 8a-g show an example of manufacturing sequence for creating structures of the type shown in Fig. 7.

Figs. 9a-b show, for the “pyramid” and “inverted pyramid” case, respectively, how patterning of connectors across a stack edge can be achieved with moderate depth of field requirements and correspondingly high resolution, by patterning at an oblique angle to the planes of the layers in the stack.

Fig. 10 shows a prior art passive matrix arrangement.
Fig. 11a-m shows an example of manufacturing steps in making a stacked, passive matrix addressed memory. For simplicity, the device shown has only 2 word-lines, 3 bit-lines and 3 memory layers.

According to the present invention, electrical connections between layers in a stack and/or between such layers and a supporting substrate are created by negotiating a stepped or sloped edge of the stack, as shown schematically in figs. 1a-c.

Fig. 1a shows a side view of a stack, where common connector provides electrical contact between an exposed contact pad in the substrate and exposed conductors on the steps of the stack.

Fig. 1b shows a top view of the stack in fig. 1a, with exposed contacting pads in each given layer being linked electrically by in-layer conductors to specific parts of the circuitry in that layer. In the figure, the circuitry in the top layer is shown as a cross-hatched field. The latter may of course represent one or more networks of physically separated components or circuits, and the two connecting paths to the substrate shown in the figure couple to different parts of the in-layer circuitry.

Fig. 1c shows a top view of a different stack which also is compatible with the side view in fig. 1a. In this case, the stack is stepped in two mutually orthogonal directions, providing increased exposed step area for coupling purposes as well as spreading out the contacting pad locations on the substrate. Clearly, a number of alternatively stepped structures in 3, 4, 5 etc. directions are possible by direct extension of the principles described here.

In order to reduce the risk of breaking the electrical continuity at the point where the connector climbs a given step, that step may be rounded at the edge, or shaped as a gradual slope, cf. fig. 2.

The generic edge connectivity shown in figs. 1 and 2 may be achieved either in a single electrode deposition step (cf. fig. 5e) or in a sequence of deposition operations (cf. fig. 6b-d). In the latter case, each deposition operation involves negotiating a smaller part of the total edge height, e.g. a single step in the edge structure, and continuity of the electrical connection across several steps is achieved by overlap between successively deposited electrodes.
Each layer in the stack may itself be a sandwich of sub-layers containing electrical conduits, active circuitry and functional materials, e.g. memory substances for data storage purposes. Depending on the chosen technologies, each layer may be prefabricated on a supporting film member before being built into the stack, or it may be constructed by one or a series of deposition processes onto the surface of the stack itself. In the former case, each layer may have a thickness whose lower limit shall be defined by the structural strength of the supporting film in relation to the stress it is subjected to during the prefabrication and stack addition processes. In the latter case, the layer thickness may be much less, down to monolayer coverages.

Although it is possible to combine the principles of the present invention with prior art-type penetrating vias, one should note certain salient features which set the two qualitatively apart:

- In the present invention, vertical connectivity in the stack as well as intra-layer patching can be achieved in manufacturing operations after the layers in the stack have been laid down, providing increased flexibility in selecting manufacturing strategies (materials compatibility issues; customizing of devices, e.g. post stacking).

- In the present invention, no etching, drilling or similar operation is required to open connecting channels through layers in the stack.

- The present invention provides realistic routes towards large-scale manufacturing of stacked devices in low-cost, high-volume operations such as roll-to-roll production of polymer-based devices.

As thin-film based active circuitry employing inorganics, oligomers or polymers enters the mainstream of commercial electronics, it is expected that stacked devices with "smart" layers, i.e. layers that possess individual processing capabilities, shall become ubiquitous. In addition to enhancing the possibilities inherent in the stacking concept, this implies that bus-type edge connections may carry messages that are distributed globally across the stack and picked up selectively by those layers they are intended for. On the other hand, the interconnect concepts of the present invention may involve stacks that contain sheets or layers without decoding circuitry, in which case dedicated edge connections to those sheets may have to be provided. An extreme case of the latter is where all layers are "dumb" and where each
layer has dedicated electrical connections to driving circuitry on a supporting substrate or circuitry at a cable-connected location elsewhere. In what follows, these different aspects of possible electronic capabilities in individual layers shall not be treated in any further detail, since the appropriate choices of solutions according to the present invention will be obvious to the skilled person.

Before turning to more detailed discussions related to preferred embodiments, certain generic aspects of the present invention shall be pointed out:

Examples of these are shown in figs. 1, 2 and 3. The edge connections on a given layer in a stack are established by allocating an edge area of that layer for contacting purposes, the layers in the stack being mutually arranged in a series of steps. The stack may be stepped in one direction only, as shown in fig. 1b, or it may be stepped in two or more directions (cf., e.g. fig. 1c). These steps are exposed during the manufacturing of contacts, but may subsequently be protected by coating, etc.

Application of inter-layer and/or layer-to-substrate contact lines may be performed by a range of techniques, ranging from high-volume, low-cost to precision, high-cost. If precision is less important than cost, printing techniques may be preferred (ink-jet, silk screen, stamping, electrostatic deposition), with the proviso that the edge conductors thus created must be able to negotiate the steps in the stack. In high-density devices, edge connectors must be defined with high precision, not only where they shall connect to a small contacting area on the step of a given layer, but also where they climb the edge of the stack and shall encroach as little as possible to each side. Thus, a single edge of a stack may well contain hundreds or thousands of parallel conductors climbing up the side (for practical reasons, only a single or a few conducting lines are shown in the figures here).

Techniques for creating edge connectors with high precision include lithographic techniques with wet or dry etching, as well as particle milling, high precision stamping such as “soft lithography” and electrolysis. Common to most high resolution techniques is a restricted depth of field, limiting the height of each step and/or the number of steps that can be bridged electrically in a single manufacturing step. In such cases, a single application of a
common conductor (power; bus...) may be employed as shown in fig. 5, where:

Fig. 5a shows the substrate before building of the stack, with a circuit connecting to contacting pads.

Fig. 5b shows how an insulating layer masks off the parts of the substrate that might interfere chemically or electrically with the stack, leaving the contacting pads exposed. A first-layer circuit has been applied onto the insulating layer, with contacting pads near the edge.

Fig. 5c shows the situation following application of a second insulating layer and subsequent circuitry with connecting pads near the edge.

Fig. 5d shows the stack after application of a third insulating layer and circuitry, with exposed contact pads arranged in a sequence along the staircase edge.

Fig. 5e shows how a conducting line has been applied along each row of connecting pads on the steps, linking these pads to the connecting pads in the substrate.

The single-step application of inter-layer and layer-substrate connections can be supplanted by a stepwise approach as shown in figs. 6a-d:

Fig. 6a shows a substrate with circuitry and connecting pads, in analogy with Fig. 5a.

Fig. 6b shows how an insulating layer has been applied, with circuitry and connecting pads on top.

Fig. 6c shows how an electrical connection has been established between connecting pads in the substrate and corresponding ones at the edge of the first layer in the stack.

Fig. 6c shows the situation after a second insulator layer with circuitry on top has been applied, the latter being connected via connecting pads to the exposed conductors on the step below.

Fig. 6d likewise shows how a third layer in the stack has been established, with electrical links to the layer below and thence to the substrate.
In this way, only the height of each step is negotiated in each contacting operation, which can be repeated ad libitum to achieve any desired total stack height. An alternative approach is illustrated in figs. 9a-b: Here, the steps on a side of the stack are arranged so as to present a linear slope. As can be seen, the required depth of field for application of conductors spanning the whole height of the stack can be made very small by attacking the edge at an oblique angle. A regular step height is not required, cf. fig. 9a.

In order to maximize the usable area of the layers in the stack, the area on any given layer occupied by the exposed part of the step should be kept small, but this must be weighed against the ease of manufacturing the device: A shallow step imposes closer tolerances on the contacting procedures, and steepens the edge slope of the stack. The latter aspect may prove negative in certain cases where it is desired to create edge connections by application of conductors at a skew angle (cf. references to figs. 9a-b, above). In the limiting case where steps become infinitely shallow, the stack shall have a straight edge, and circuitry in a given layer must then be accessed by electrical wiring that extends to the edge of that layer and provides exposed electrical contact material laterally from that edge.

Please refer to fig. 7. In this case, the stack is built layer by layer on a substrate which provides physical support and has on its surface electrical contacting areas as shown. Each subsequent layer extends beyond the previous one at the stepped edge, typically causing the total area of each layer to increase with the distance from the substrate. In addition to providing each layer with direct access to possible driving circuitry in the substrate, as can be the case when the substrate is a chip of silicon, electrical conduits in the substrate may connect separate layers in the stack electrically to each other via the contacting pads shown.

An example of a manufacturing sequence for a stack of the inverted pyramid type is shown in figs. 8a-g, wherein specifically

fig. 8a a substrate with connecting pads,

fig. 8b how an insulating layer has been added, masking the part of the substrate to be covered by the stack, but leaving the contacting pads exposed,

fig. 8c the situation after application of a set of electrodes in the first stack layer connecting to the first row of contacting pads on the substrate,
fig. 8d how a second insulating layer masks off the first-layer electrodes, leaving the second-layer and subsequent-layer electrodes exposed on the substrate,

fig. 8e how a second-layer set of electrodes have been applied, climbing up two steps from the connecting pads on the substrate,

fig. 8f the situation after a third insulating layer has been applied, leaving the third-layer connecting pads in the substrate exposed, and

fig. 8g finally how a set of electrodes has been applied, providing electrical connections to the appropriate connecting pads in the substrate.

As can be observed, the latter procedure provides separate access to individual layers in the stack, as opposed to the example shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

As illustrated in figs. 4a-d, stacks may be formed without a supporting substrate, having properties that can be deduced by trivial extension of those discussed in connection with the substrate based variants above. A special aspect of self-supporting structures is increased access to exposed edges, providing opportunities for two-sided contacting as illustrated in fig. 4d.

A passive matrix arrangement is shown in fig. 10: It provides a simple, dense architecture for providing addressed cells located at the crossing points between the word lines and the bit lines, and has been used in applications that include memory devices and displays.

For concreteness, the present example of a preferred embodiment shall focus on the case of memory devices, but the general principles shall be applicable to other types of devices also:

The crossing electrodes sandwich a global layer of memory material, a memory cell being formed in the volume between each crossing of a word- and a bit-line. A given cell can be written to, read and erased by activating the word- and bit-line electrodes crossing at that cell (in fig. 10, the activated lines are shown in a darker shade). A memory matrix containing a sheet of memory material sandwiched between word- and bit-lines may contain hundreds or thousands of such lines in each direction and extend laterally across macroscopic distances (millimeters to centimeters). The thickness of this structure, however, is typically very small, of the order of a micrometer
and less. By stacking such matrices on top of each other in a monolithic structure where each layer containing a matrix is insulated electrically against cross-talk interference from other layers in the stack, extremely high volumetric densities of memory cells can be achieved.

In a high-density stack of large matrices, the number of matrix lines in the device that must be connected to appropriate driving circuitry shall be very large. If the layers in the stack are passive, with all active circuitry for switching, multiplexing, sensing or processing located in the supporting substrate, the number of direct electrical connections between individual layers in the stack and the substrate may become comparable to the total number of matrix lines in the device, and manufacturing issues shall be of paramount importance.

Fig. 11a-m shows an example of how a dense stack of passive matrix devices can be manufactured in a series of manufacturing steps providing high density electrical connectivity to the substrate. In this example, corresponding wordlines in separate layers are connected to a common conductor, while a separate set of bit-lines is provided for each layer.

Fig. 11a shows the substrate prior to deposition of the stack, with contacting pads exposed.

Fig. 11b shows the substrate with an insulating layer to protect against electrical or chemical interference between substrate and stack.

Fig. 11c shows how bit-lines for the first layer in the stack have been laid out, connecting to the first row of bit-line connecting pads in the substrate.

Fig. 11d shows how a film of functional material, in this case a film with memory capability, has been deposited on top of the bit-lines.

Fig. 11e shows how the word-lines have been laid out, connecting to the row of word-line connecting pads in the substrate.

Fig. 11f shows the situation after an insulating layer has been applied, masking off the first row of bit-line connecting pads in the substrate and completing the first memory device in the stack.

Fig. 11g shows how the bit-lines of the second memory device have been applied so as to connect to the second row of bit-line pads in the substrate.
Fig. 11h shows how the film with memory capability has been applied on top of the bit-lines.

Fig. 11i shows how the word-lines have been applied, and connected to the exposed word-line segments in the layer below, thereby achieving contact to the contacting pads in the substrate.

Fig. 11j shows how an insulating film has been applied, masking off the second row of bit-line connecting pads in the substrate.

Fig. 11k shows how the complement of bit-lines in the third memory matrix of the stack have been applied, connecting to the third row of bit-line connecting pads in the substrate.

Fig. 11l shows how the film with memory capability has been applied on top of the bit-lines.

Fig. 11m shows finally how the third memory matrix device in the stack is supplied with bit-lines that are connected to the exposed word-line segments in a layer below, providing electrical contact down to the word-line contacting pads in the substrate.

As will be apparent, the above detailed description of manufacturing steps represents but one amongst several alternative procedures according to the present invention that can be employed to create a stacked series of memory matrices. Thus, it might be preferable in certain instances to create the word-line in a single step, by procedures analogous to those shown in figs. 5a-e. Likewise, the application of bit-lines as shown in fig.11k implies that a number of layers must negotiated in a single manufacturing step. If this represents a problem, alternatives exist such as illustrated in fig.9b, or sequential connections with patching to a lower step may be used in analogy with that shown in figs. 6a-d.
PATENT CLAIMS

1. A memory and/or data processing device having at least two stacked layers that overlap each other partially or completely, wherein said layers are supported by a substrate or alternatively forming a sandwiched self-supporting structure of such stacked layers, and wherein at least two layers in the stack comprise memory and/or processing circuitry that connects electrically to memory and/or processing circuitry in at least one other layer and/or said substrate, characterized in that said layers are arranged in relation to each other such that contiguous layers form a staggered structure on at least one edge of said device, the edge of at least two layers in said structure forming a set of angular or sloped steps where each step has a height corresponding to the thickness of each layer, and that at least one electrical edge conductor is provided passing over the edge of one layer and down one step at a time enabling the connection to an electrical conductor in any of the layers following in the staggered structure.

2. A memory and/or data processing device according to claim 1, characterized in that said at least one electrical conductor is provided passing over the edge of said staggered structure and connecting electrically to in-layer conductors in two or more and up to a plurality of contiguous layers, negotiating one step at a time.

3. A memory and/or data processing device according to claim 2, characterized in that said in-layer conductors form electrical connections between electrical conductors negotiating the step up to the contiguous layer above and/or down to the contiguous layer below.

4. A method for manufacturing a memory and/or data processing device having at least two stacked layers that overlap each other partially or completely, wherein said layers are supported by a substrate or alternatively forming a sandwiched self-supporting structure of such stacked layers, and wherein at least two layers in the stack comprise memory and/or processing circuitry that connects electrically to memory and/or processing circuitry in at least one other layer and/or substrate, and wherein the method is
characterized by
comprising steps for adding said layers successively, one layer at a time such
that the layers form a staggered structure and for providing one or more
layers with at least one electrical contacting pad for linking to one or more
interlayer edge connectors.

5. A method according to claim 4,
characterized by providing said layers on a supporting substrate, and forming
said staggered structure as a step pyramid.

6. A method according to claim 4,
characterized by
providing said layers on a supporting substrate and forming said staggered
structure as an inverted pyramid, each of said layers connecting to said
substrate via said electrical edge connectors negotiating a single step.

7. A method according to claim 4,
characterized by
forming said edge connectors in a process selected among one of the
following, viz. lithography, dry etching, inkjet printing, silk screen printing,
soft lithography, electrolysis, electrostatic deposition, or in situ conversion.
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